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Warning

Dear users:
Thanks for choosing our company’s product, in order to fully make use of the products,

we sincerely suggest follow:
◆◆Please read the instruction in detail and keep it well for further reading and
consulting.
◆◆Please follow the instruction to fit and operate the machine correctly.
◆◆Please do not remove and change any accessories of the machine.
◆◆It forbids others others to open and remove the mainframe except the authorized
people in the company.
◆◆It forbids others to change and maintain the machine except the professional people.
◆◆Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.

After Sale service
◆We offer ONE YEAR warranty. Within warranty period, all exchanges or replacement
due to defects are free. (Buyer is responsible for shipping charges).
If the machine is over warranty, please also do not hesitate to contact us. we will assure
you of our best service all the time.

◆How to contact us?
Phone:(+86) 189 -487-55929
Tel: 0755-86368500
Email: sales@mychway.com

This product does not belong to medical,please don’t use for disease treatment!

mailto:sales@mychway.com
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1.Working Principle

Applying the technique of IPL and Bi-polar Radio Frequency, the equipment acts on the
entire skin corium and connective tissue, stimulates the collagens of different depth to
realign and grow, then gets operation effect. Bio-polar RF release energy at the same time,
with the selective absorption for the skin to light energy, various pathological tissues of
corium and epidermis creates Photothermolysis effect. Since light energy is far below
conventional IPL, the pigment tissue and vascular pathological tissue of the corium and
epidermis would absorb more energy without injuring the epidermis, and then remove
these pathological tissues better and get the effect.

2. Functions

Pigment: Freckle, Chloasma, age pigment, sunburn, chorioplaque, all kinds of
pigmentations.
Vascular lesions, red face, and red capillary.
Acne: allergic acne, acne, blackhead, bottle nose.
Skin Rejuvenation:Face lifting up, smoothing wrinkles and pouches, whole body lightening
and tightening.
Hair Removal:armpit hair, hairline, beard, whiskers, lip hair, body hair, bikini hair or any
other unwanted hair.

3. Technical Parameters

Wavelength Range: 530~1200nm
Power: 800W
Spot Size: 8×40mm/15x50mm
Input Voltage: 220VAC±15%,110VAC±15%

4. Package list

1X Main unit
1x Power line
2xProtective tube 10A
1x water-injected Funnel
1x IPL handle (with 5 filters)
1x SHR Handle
2x Handle Holders
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5. Parts instruction

1 Holder for small handle
2 Holder for big handle
3 10- inch touch screen
4 Key switch
5 Connector for small handle
6 Emergency Switch
7 Connector for big handle
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1 8*40mm small handle

2 15*50mm big handle

3 Fancooled & Liquid Cooling

4 Water injection hole (please fill full distilled water before use)

5 Water overflow hole (water would flow from the overflow hole once the tank is full of

water)

6 Outlet hole

7 Electric leakage protection button

8 Power supply input socket
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6. Note

1. Must be filled with distilled/ purified water before turn on the machine, if not, the handle
will be burnt.
2. Check the circuit and water circulation immediately after turn on the machine, and
observe the water circulation and circuit during treatment.
3. Do not look at the light/laser directly, operator and client must wear the goggles
4. Keep any reflecting things out of the operation room, such as watch, mirror, jewellery
5. Keep the lamp clean, and ensure the cool gel would not pollute the lamp.

7. Install and checking

 Handle install

* Take out the handle, handle holder and the screws
* Screws the handle holder on the machine, then connect the handle with machine and
put it on holder

 Filling with distilled/ purified water in the machine

* Take out the cap of the affusion, overflow hole
* Put the funnel in the affusion hole, full the machine with distilled/ purified water, until the
water go out from the overflow hole
* Then put the cap of overflow hole back, DO NOT need to put back the cap of the affusion
hole

 Machine checking

* Checking the machine if already full with distilled/ purified water
* Connect the power cord, turn on the power switch
* Turn the key to turn on the machine
* Press the emergency button to stop the machine
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8.Menu operation

1.Connected the handle well
2.Insert the power supply line, turn on the power switch
3.Turn he key to turn on the machine
4. the screen will show a self - examination state for about 5~15 second

5. after the self - examination state completed, enter into the main menu as follow:
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6. press enter into language selection:
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7. Press enter into the treatment selection menu:
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8. Press enter into hair removal treatment：

1 IPL energy:adjustable range from 1~50J
2 Cooling system
3 Ready:click to start the machine
4 Stanby: click to stop the machine.
5 Back: click the button to back to last menu
6 Shots number: refers to the total number/used number of times of shots
7 Status window:(from left to right) stage of water temperature, voltage, stage of

charging, the stage of light and discharged.
8 Parameter: refers to the stage of first pulse, delay, pulse number and time.
9 Mode selection:4 working modes, A is for whire skin color, D is for black skin

color.
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9. Press enter into the interface as follow:

1 Pulse setting
2 Status window:(from left to right) stage of water temperature, voltage, stage of

charging, the stage of light and discharged.
3 Shots number: refers to the total number/used number of times of shots
4 Ready:click to start the machine
5 Cooling system
6 Stanby: click to stop the machine.
7 Back: click the button to back to last menu
8 IPL energy:adjustable range from 1~50J
9 Frequency:adjustable range from 1~10Hz
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9. Operate handle

 SHR hair removal handle

SHR=Super Hair Removal, professional wavelength of hair removal can reach to papilla,
and continuously shines to ensure the target tissues produce sufficient heat that makes
hair follicles and stem cells around them lose activity until hair follicles atrophy and hairs
stop growing; latest single pulse technique and sapphire contacting operation head
making operation and cooling work simultaneously, not only have a good long-term effect
in hair removal, but also protect normal skin tissues from harm and make customers feel
more comfortable during the operation.

 E-light handle

Range of application:

Hair removal: permanent hair removal, hairs through
whole body(hairs in growing period, including tiny hairs
with light color
Pigment: Freckle, Chloasma, age pigment, sunburn,

chorioplaque, all kinds of pigmentations.
Skin Rejuvenation: improving large pores, rough

skin, tiny wrinkles, and restoring skin elasticity.
Vascular lesions, red face, and red capillary.
Acne: allergic acne, acne, blackhead, bottle nose.
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Advantages:

Shorter time: each treatment takes only 20~30min.
Painless: comfortable and relaxed during hair removal.
Non - invasive: no harm to skin.

10. Treatment Operate

Before treatment
1. Prepare cooling gel, scraper, client’s goggle, operator goggle
2. Cleansing the treatment area
3. Use the scraper to shaving hair of the treatment area
4. Do apply some IPL gel on the treatment area

During treatment
1. Operator and client must wear goggles to protect eyes
2. Recommend the gel thickness of 2-3mm.
3. Operate on the treatment area follow the skin texture, do not press too heavy or vacant.
4. Client will feel slight pain, and a little hear, but this is normal and acceptable.
5. Energy parameter based on individual capacity, and you can adjust the energy by 2-3
according to the client’s skin situation. After treatment, it is normal for the client’s skin a
red, hot, pain. Theses situation can be faded in 30 mins by cold. Some of the pigment is
broken down into small particles to extract the skin surface after hear is scattered.
6. For the vascular removal treatment, use the energy of 15-18J/Cm2 to do first treatment,
then about 25J/Cm2 to do again after 5 mins. After treatment, the vascular will a little clear
than before, and slowly fade after 10 days.
7. The area with freckles or moles will show deepen after some mins of treatment, this
means the pigment has been extracted from the epidermis,3-7 days will gradually fall with
the metabolism and then fall off.
8. The client skin will still have a hot feeling, slightly red after treatment, but this will recede
in about half an hour (sensitive skin will need 1-2 hours), also client will feel a little itchy,
this is normal situation for skin metabolism, replenishment will ease.

After treatment
 Cooling, can use cold, cold spray and natural heat rejection
 Replenishment, recommend to use facial mask for 7 days, use cool water to clean

face in 10 days, DO NOT sauna or steam facial.
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 Sunscreen, use the sunscreen which above SPF20,without the foundation in a month
after the treatment, to protect the treatment area from sun directly, have to use the
sun umbrellas and other sunscreen supplies when go out.

 DO NOT eat spicy food, seafood and other irritating food. DO NOT ear celery, parsley
and other sensitive good. DO NOT ear high pigment content food, alcohol and
tobacco.

 In the course of treatment, DO NOT use functional cosmetics, hormones cosmetics.
 The interval between the two treatments is 28-45 days, and the depilation interval is 2

months.

11. Taboo crowd

 Heart disease, hypertensive patients
 Pregnant women, epilepsy patients
 Hypertension, diabetes
 Light allergy customers
 Long-term work in the strong light crowd, the recent sunburn skin
 Short-term skin care customers
 Customers who are taking antioxidants or hormonal drugs
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